Mockup Review Notes
Hi Brian!
I think you have done a great job creating an animatic tone and everything is very
playful! Your typeface choice for the nav bar really hints at the show and the contrast of
the blue header with the red is a very nice touch.
Here are some suggestions :
-

-

-

-

-

The typeface works very well for headers, but I think a more readable sans serif
font might work better for the body texts
- For example, Nunito Sans/ Avenir Next (very rough examples)
The navigation bar
- I think the text on the header can benefit from being scaled down a little bit
- Maybe scaling down the tom and jerry logo will help create more space
between it and the page names
- A fun use of buttons can be a nice element to the nav bar as well !
Please include the navigation bar on every page of the website for easy
accessibility between page to page
Maybe a lower opacity of the background image will help the page look a bit less
visually busy
Please include a small snippet of each era for the history, this info can be copy
and pasted from the Wikipedia page (thank you for placing them in order!)
- You do not have to include info for all of the eras, I think only explaining
the ones that seem most relevant will be fine
- Including some images from some eras will also be very nice
I think the text box explaining the show and the history header can be placed a
little bit lower from the top of the page (more space between elements on the
page)
Remember to change the name of the website’s tab name to “Tom and Jerry”

Thank you and great job! :)

